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Terrace
TRANSFORMATION
WORDS SUSANNAH HARDY PHOTOGRAPHY DAVID JAMES STYLING KIRSTIN RANDL-KATALINIC

To create a functional yet
stylish family home, Joanna
and David needed to give their
terrace a complete overhaul,
and a designer touch.
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The formal lounge features a stunning
retro style sideboard that Joanna
sourced through Great Dane.

W

hen Joanna and David set to work
transforming their old, unrenovated
Balmain terrace in Sydney’s inner west,
there was little that could be saved. “We ended up
with the external walls still standing but the roof and
floor removed,” says Joanna. The original home had
been given minor alterations by the previous owner,
but the floorplan was unworkable and needed
re-organising. “It was a bit of a ‘hodge podge’” says
Joanna. “There were two different staircases, one

that went to the two upstairs front rooms, while the
other went to a single upstairs room.”
With expert advice on both structure and interior
design, the family now have a functional, and
connected, four bedroom home over two levels that
is ideal for Joanna and David’s three children. The
property has also been given a fabulous
contemporary interior makeover with chic yet
liveable finishes and furnishings, with the help of
Fiona Shakespeare of Shakespeare Design.

ABOVE As the front library was originally a bedroom with only one entrance onto the hallway, the couple decided to
install double glass doors through to the formal lounge area, opening up the space and creating a greater sense of flow.
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“IT’S A BEAUTIFUL
LIGHT FILLED HOME
THAT HAS HONOURED
THE ORIGINAL
ARCHITECTURE OF
THE BUILDING.”

The library has been beautifully furnished by Fiona
Shakespeare, with fabulous vintage armchairs from Gamla
Lan upholstered in white felt, rug from Armadillo & Co and
occasional table sourced through Shakespeare Design.
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STARTING FROM SCRATCH
To create their new home, Joanna and David
turned to architects Connor & Solomon to
straighthen out the disorganised layout by
incorporating both shared and separate
living/work areas. Connor & Solomon also
designed fabulous inbuilt cabinetry

throughout, providing invaluable shelving,
desks and cupboard storage.
From the moment you step into the
Balmain property it’s easy to see the
architect and designer touch in play – the
front door opens into a cosy hallway with a
classic-style library with wall-to-wall

ABOVE Joanna and David held onto their timber
kitchen table purchased years ago in New Zealand
and previous chairs from Country Road while
fabulous light fittings were newly acquired through
Hub Furniture.
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The open plan living area is bright and airy
with leather couch from King Furniture,
custom made rug by Robyn Cosgrove and
a wonderful indoor/outdoor feel.

BEHIND THE SCENES
Colour code: Dulux Whisper White was
used for most interior walls. In one of
the children’s bedrooms, Dulux Fiji Palm
was used for the green feature wall,
while Porters Rubble was applied in the
master bedroom. Dulux Road covers the
exterior of the house.
Favourite Feature: “I love the fact that
the house has lots of different living
areas – the library, formal lounge, open
plan living area, and front balcony,”
says Joanna.
Favourite Room: “If I had to choose
one it would be the Library. The built in
shelves on three walls means that my
extensive book collection finally has a
home,” says Joanna. “And it is a
peaceful retreat for reading or listening
to music.”
Biggest Challenge: “The renovation
was an enormous project especially
because we had three children aged 2,
5 and 7 when we started,” says Joanna.
“At one stage all that was left standing
was the four walls of the original
terrace, no floor, no roof. It took a lot of
faith and imagination at that stage to
keep going.”

bookshelves on the right.
“I think there’s a swing back to closed spaces
like libraries,” says designer Fiona. “People want
the private space and love the formality of
hallways.” Originally the front bedroom, the
space has been stylishly furnished with vintage
armchairs, custom-made cushions and curtains
and a rug from Armadillo & Co, while double
glass doors have been installed to open the
space to the nearby formal lounge. “It’s a
beautiful room,” says Joanna.
The formal lounge is equally attractive with
an exquisite one-off rug by Robyn Cosgrove, a
sofa sourced through Shakespeare Design and a
retro sideboard from Great Dane. While the

front of the home honours the storied past of
the property with its classic style and vintage
pieces, the light-filled living/dining/kitchen area
at the rear of the house is a lesson in
contemporary design. The open plan living area
features sliding doors that open out to a
landscaped garden, pool and separate courtyard
off the kitchen. The space is bright and open
with a full view of the luscious garden – an
equally important space for Joanna and David.
“David and I are from New Zealand and we
really appreciate outdoor space so we didn’t
build beyond the footprint,” says Joanna. So
while they used the width of the block, they did
not go further back than the original terrace to
make the most of their wonderful outdoor area.
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Joanna and David completed the
renovation work about four years ago and
the home works perfectly for the busy
family. Their children are growing up and
the layout is coping beautifully and will
continue to do so. While the garden offers
room for plenty of cricket, rugby and
soccer practice, the interior is perfect for
communal living and entertaining or
quiet moments alone. “I would say the
highlights are the two living spaces and
separate room for music practice,” says
Joanna. “Also the little study nook where
my young daughter will often do her
homework, as it is far enough away from
the rabble of the kitchen but close enough
so she can call out if she has
a question.”
ALL IN THE DETAILS
A bricked-in archway on the stairs adds
a touch of classic charm, as does
brickwork in the study nook. The façade
of the home captures the flavour of the
traditional terrace, however Joanna and
David have updated it with Dulux Road
paint – a strong and striking
contemporary grey. They also replaced the
original lace balustrade, but instead of
choosing a traditional style, they opted for
a fabulous modern version that was
designed by Paul Connor of Connor &
Solomon, then cut by a laser cutting firm.

The master bedroom
features stylish modern
bedside tables from
Temperature Design as
well as beautiful artwork
by New Zealand artist
Jason Hicks.

SHAKESPEARE DESIGN DECORATING TIPS
• I always recommend clients choose
two decorating styles they love and
combine them at a ratio of about
70:30. That way your home will
have a ‘designed’ and personal feel,
and won’t look like you have bought
everything from the same store.
• A good rule of thumb is to put your
money into things you’re touching
every day for example taps,
cushions, floor rugs, dining chairs

– because better quality items
withstand high traffic and you’ll
also get to touch and enjoy them
every day.
• Don’t forget to decorate your walls,
as they are big surface areas that
are often left until last. For example,
a large piece of art, ceiling to floor
curtains or full height bookshelves,
raise your eye so you experience
the full size of a room.

The turquoise tiles reflect the
colour in the artwork, plus it’s
Joanna’s favourite colour!
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“WE WERE LUCKY ENOUGH
TO USE REALLY RICH
COLOURS, WHICH MEANT A
LOT OF BEAUTIFUL HUES
WERE CARRIED
THROUGHOUT THE HOUSE
MAKING IT FEEL GLAMOROUS
BUT ALSO USEFUL.”
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This bedroom features two fabulous
feature walls, one of wallpaper with a
dinosaur motif from Sandberg
Wallpapers, and the other painted in
stunning Dulux Fiji Palm.

TOP LEFT This bedroom features two different wallpapers both from Porters’ Catherine Martin collection.
ABOVE A little study nook with inbuilt desk and exposed brickwork on the ground floor creates a cosy
corner to work.

CREATIVE EXPERT
As Joanna wanted to get a clear and consistent
look for the home, she brought interior designer
Fiona Shakespeare of Shakespeare Design into
the project fairly early. “I wanted to start
thinking about what we were doing,” says
Joanna. “Plus, it was a pretty long exercise – we
bought the house in 2006 so we didn’t really
carry much furniture over as it was all quite
old.” Joanna and David held onto a few pieces
but Fiona had the opportunity to work with a
clean slate, sourcing the majority of furnishings
and accessories for the newly renovated home.
Interesting fabrics, fabulous wallpaper and
beautiful rugs have been carefully chosen to
create an eclectic contemporary style that looks
as if it has been naturally collected over the
years, “there’s lots of texture – you just want to
sit in each room and feel everything,” explains
Fiona. “Thanks to Joanna and David, we were
lucky enough to be able to use really rich
colours, which meant a lot of beautiful hues
were carried throughout the house making it
feel glamorous but also family friendly’.
Joanna and David already had many beautiful
artworks which were incorporated into the
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ABOUT
SHAKESPEARE DESIGN
Shakespeare Design is a Sydney
based Interior Design studio,
specialising in the Residential and
small Commercial market run by
interior designer Fiona Shakespeare.
Ten years ago, it was Fiona’s love for
fabric and colour that eventually
grew into the creation of
Shakespeare Design and now she
creates individually tailored spaces,
working with clients to design the
look of whole rooms or whole
homes, depending on their budget
and requirements. Fiona’s style is
characterised by simple, clean lines
and a mix of contemporary and
classic pieces in neutral palettes with
slices of strong colour. She also
loves working with handmade
objects and furniture and raw
materials such as linen and timber.
“The best part is seeing how happy
my clients are once we’ve finished
and their home not only looks
beautiful but functions really well for
the whole family,” says Fiona.
www.shakespeare-design.com.au

interior design, and often provided inspiration for
fittings and furnishings such as the mosaics in the
ensuite. “The turquoise tiles grew out of the
painting we have in our bedroom by New Zealand
artist Jason Hicks,” says Joanna. “It leans towards a
bit of turquoise, which is my favourite colour, and
that floats through into the tiles in the bathroom.”
Meanwhile another Robyn Cosgrove rug in the
open plan living area was especially designed to
capture the colours of the couple’s homeland.
“Joanna and David love all those colours from
New Zealand – the greens and blues,” says Fiona.
“They wanted to have those colours in the rug.”
The overall finish is clean and contemporary yet
warm, relaxed and highly personal. “What we were
looking to create was a comfortable family home
that wasn’t fussy,” says Joanna. “I didn’t want to
have a house where I was worrying about furniture
if people were around and Fiona understood that.”
MODERN TIMES
As well as having two living areas and the
library, the home also includes a cosy study
nook downstairs and a separate study upstairs.
So while the open plan living makes for easy
entertaining and family life, separate spaces
allow for growing kids and busy parents to
have their own space when needed.
Also upstairs are the four bedrooms – one
of which is the master and includes a walk-in
wardrobe and ensuite. The children’s bedrooms

The hanging egg chair is one of
Joanna’s favourite pieces.

feature practical built-in desks and cabinetry by
Connor & Solomon, as well as eye-catching
wallpaper and beautiful bed linen sourced
by Fiona.
The complete package, Joanna and David’s
home offers the best of modern living with
well-organised spaces and a chic, contemporary
interior design alongside touches of classic,
vintage style which pay tribute to the original
building. “It’s a beautiful light-filled home that
has honoured the original architecture of the
building,” says Fiona. “There are many beautiful
pieces but it doesn’t feel precious – it’s a family
home with style and colour.” MH
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